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INTRODUCTION

In his article, Scott Cummings proposes that there existed an “old canon” concerning how to be a lawyer for progressive social justice causes, which has been replaced by a different “new canon” that envisions the role of movement lawyers quite differently.1 According to Cummings, old canon lawyering places courts “at the heart of the canonical stories.”2 New canon lawyering, on the other hand, involves using legal institutions other than courts and focuses on the intersection between law and politics.3 Cummings gives examples of the old and new ways of lawyering and also draws conclusions about what causes the momentum of social movements to slow. One of Cummings’ central arguments is that the critique of what he calls old canon lawyering is in many respects misplaced.4

I wholeheartedly agree with Cummings’ thesis that much of the critique of the “old” way of engaging in social movement lawyering is misplaced; here I offer some additional or alternative reasons why. To sum up my argument, I do not believe there is much of a difference between old versus new perspectives on the range of appropriate strategies for social movement lawyering. Historically as today, social movement lawyers understood that sometimes courts are useful but sometimes they are not. Looking in the long view, so-called “old canon” lawyers have understood this just as “new canon” lawyers do. Instead, the most significant difference between the lawyering styles Cummings labels

---

* Professor of Law and Vice Dean, American University Washington College of Law; J.D., Yale Law School.
2. Id. at 445.
3. Id. at 451.
4. Id. at 442 (stating that his article “points toward a potentially significant conclusion: that the progressive critique of old cannon lawyering is misplaced.”); id. at 500 (“the old cannon critique of progressive lawyering may have less to do with the advocates and more with the nature of their adversaries.”) (emphasis omitted).
“old” versus “new” canon involves lawyers’ heightened sensitivity to the ethical problems that arise in social movement lawyering. I briefly develop these arguments below.

I. “OLD CANON” LAWYERING

Cummings indicates that the critique of what he views as “old canon” lawyering is in effect the longstanding critique of legal liberalism. As historian Ken Mack has explained, legal liberalism involves a set of ideas related to seeing
courts as the primary engines of social transformation; formal conceptual categories such as rights and formal remedies such as school desegregation decrees as the principal mechanisms for accomplishing that change; and . . . reforming public institutions (or, in some versions, public and private institutions without much distinction) as a means of transforming the larger society. Cummings presents several examples of “old canon” lawyering. Each of these, however, belies this definition of what “old canon” or “legal liberal” lawyering involved.

Cummings’ first example involves the twentieth century United States labor movement. Yet the leading canonical stories about the history of the labor movement, which both Christopher Tomlins and William Forbath tell in their classic works, are stories about moving courts out of the way of people trying to solve problems. The initial “hero” in these accounts is federal legislation, in the form of the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 (NLRA), which set up processes that take labor disputes out of the jurisdiction of courts and instead place them in local, voluntary arenas governed by contact law. A federal administrative agency, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), serves as referee. Thus, the labor movement does not support the claim that “old canon” lawyering idealized courts as the locus for social change. Courts, prone to issuing anti-labor injunctions and otherwise siding against workers, were the villains in the labor movement story.

5. Id. at 444 (discussing the critique of legal liberalism).
7. Cummings, supra note 1, at 445–46.
To be sure, the statutory and administrative heroes of this canonical story—i.e., the NLRA and the NLRB—though virile and attractive when young, later became tired and ineffectual. Yet even in its older middle age, the NLRB developed administrative law doctrines under the NLRA that provided a site for gains in racial equality in employment during the 1970s and before, as historian Sophia Lee has shown.11 As Lee argues persuasively, civil rights historians had heretofore failed to place enough emphasis on these administrative arenas for social change lawyering.12

In short, the labor movement illustrates that “old canon” lawyering did not necessarily regard courts as the most effective forums for social change. It provides an example of a social movement that successfully moved courts out of the business of primary dispute resolution. The movement utilized a combination of statutory, administrative, and private law to scaffold spaces for contract-based, negotiated solutions to local problems.

Cummings’ second example of the old canon is Brown v. Board of Education.13 Brown, to be sure, exemplifies a court-centered campaign for school desegregation. However, this is a story told through the lens of hindsight. At the time that lawyers were engaging in the litigation that led to Brown, civil rights advocates saw this initiative as one of many important projects in a multifaceted campaign for racial justice. A perusal of Loren Miller’s important but often-overlooked classic, The Petitioners, supports this point.14 Miller, an important civil rights litigator during the middle years of the twentieth century, published a book toward the end of his life analyzing the United States Supreme Court’s role in the civil rights movement. The book has twenty-nine chapters, each devoted to a different set of Supreme Court precedents relating to the racial justice struggle, including voting rights, lynching, higher education, criminal defense, public accommodations discrimination and residential segregation, among others.15 On this crowded docket, Miller devotes only one chapter to Brown.16

My work on an earlier historical phase of what led to the period now called the “civil rights” movement discusses late nineteenth and early twentieth century racial justice activist-lawyers’ views of the courts.17

12. See id.
15. Id.
16. Id. at 347–64.
idea of “test case litigation already existed.” Yet lawyers and other activists held clear-eyed views about the potential of courts. They accurately perceived both the benefits and drawbacks of litigation as a social change tactic. In a period in which the courts were generally unsympathetic to civil rights claims, lawyers understood that they would probably lose civil rights cases. They filed them anyway, for several reasons. One involved organization-building tactics, i.e., having something concrete around which to organize. Another was to highlight the hypocrisy exposed by the contrast between the United States’ founding ideals and its then-current practices. Lawyers talked about using adverse results in litigated cases on the international stage to shame the United States for the failures of its justice system. One leader described Supreme Court justices as “deficient in legal acumen,” and “swayed by colorphobia.” Although these lawyers did share the then commonly-held belief in the potential inherent justice of natural law, they did not think that the human beings charged with enforcing law were anywhere near ready to do justice. Moreover, although this generation of racial justice lawyers litigated cases for strategic reasons, they spent more time fighting legislative battles, both offensive and defensive, at both the national and the state levels.

Racial justice lawyers in this early period were, as I conclude, far from naive legal liberals. I similarly doubt—and have seen little evidence—that lawyers in later eras were. To be sure, in the very different historical era of the 1960s and early 1970s, with a far more sympathetic Court, it did make sense to use the courts as one of many vehicles for bringing about social change. All lawyers make these kinds of strategic judgments about which legal avenues are the most promising to pursue in a particular context, so it seems to me wrong to fault lawyers for such judgments when reasonably made.

18. Id. at 55–56 (discussing late nineteenth-century test case litigation).
19. See id. at 44.
20. Id. at 55–56.
21. See, e.g., id. at 41.
22. Id. at 56 (quoting one lawyer who argued that litigation losses on constitutional law principles would expose the United States to all nations as worthy of contempt).
23. Id. at 41.
24. Id. at 40 (describing natural law views of lawyers of this period).
25. Id. at 58–62, 140–51 (describing state and federal legislative campaigns).
26. Id. at 5 (debunking legal liberalism as a motivating force in the historical period examined in the book).
27. Ann Southworth’s important empirical work reaches this conclusion. See Ann Southworth, Lawyers and the “Myth of Rights” in Civil Rights and Poverty Practice, 8 B.U. PUB. INT. L.J. 469, 469 (1999) (concluding that civil rights and poverty lawyers are better described as “engaged political strategists than as myopic technicians”).
Brown has become iconic in the literature on the civil rights movement. This is in part because it was important, both because the plaintiffs won (which was far from a sure bet, as suggested by the insider report that the first vote among the Court’s members came out in favor of the defendants), and because the case eventually led to massive restructuring of student assignments to public schools.

Yet Brown has also taken on primary salience in the popular narrative history of the civil rights movement because it fits the normative worldview of prominent voices in telling that story. Scholars such as Yale Law School professor Owen Fiss deeply believed in legal liberalism. Brown was the perfect main character for developing that elegant and inspiring narrative. Other scholars have told alternative narratives—about many stops and starts, uncertainties and internal debates, along with much activity in many arenas. These campaigns included work on political matters and economic redistribution, rather than solely on court-focused and formal civic rights issues. Their accounts have not received the same visibility in part because they make for messier and less satisfying popular consumption.

The remedial phase of Brown became the subject of Derrick Bell’s hard-hitting portrayal. According to Bell, who had been a NAACP Legal Defense Fund (LDF) lawyer handling such cases, LDF insisted that its clients sign on to full school integration as the sole remedial goal of this litigation. LDF did so even when its individual clients (i.e., the minority parents and students relegated to segregated schools) held other goals, such as obtaining more resources for their local schools. That insistence contravened the important legal ethics precept that clients should be entitled to be the final decision-makers concerning the goals of their cases.

This ethics awareness is where I think the real difference between old and new canon lawyering resides. Thanks to Bell and countless others who


32. Id. at 489–93.

33. Id. at 471.

34. See Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct r. 1.2(f) (Am. Bar Ass’n 1983) (“[A] lawyer shall abide by a client’s decisions concerning the objectives of representation . . .”).
have developed a robust literature on ethics in social movement lawyering, social change lawyers do not today dictate to their clients what their goals can or should be. Lawyers understand the importance of being client-centered and following their clients’ direction as legal ethics rules require. This, I believe, is the key difference between old and new styles of social movement lawyering.

Example three of Cummings’ series of old canon narratives is Roe v. Wade. Cummings points out that commentators, even avid feminists, have criticized the Court’s reasoning in Roe. Yet one cannot blame the problems of Roe’s doctrinal grounding on the lawyers in that case. Justice Blackmun wrote the Court’s majority opinion, and he chose to introduce a medicalized trimester concept to determine abortion’s legality, as well as the concept of balancing a “potential” for life. These approaches did not come from arguments urged on the Court by the parties to the case; instead, Blackmun’s prior strong interest in medical matters appears to have been responsible. To be sure, Roe also rests on a substantive due process analysis that scholars have found problematic, but it was not the Roe litigators who created that doctrinal conundrum.

What is a far more fair criticism of the two main litigators in Roe—Sarah Weddington and Linda Coffee (who were so unexperienced that neither had tried a case before)—is that they viewed their client, Norma McCorvey, as a mere excuse for bringing a test case. As McCorvey has expressed many times since the case, she in retrospect felt “used” by and Weddington and Coffee. Indeed, multiple players on both sides of the abortion battle have “co-authored” with and otherwise deployed McCorvey for various political positions over the years. McCorvey of course deserves her own agency in the development of her viewpoints. Although her views about abortion have changed, she has far more consistently voiced resentment at the condescension she felt that well-educated and wealthier activists exhibited toward her as a struggling.

---

35. Cummings, supra note 1, at 441 (citing Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973)).
36. Id. at 447-48 (noting criticism of Roe).
37. Roe, 410 U.S. at 115, 150.
39. Id. at 11 (describing lawyers’ motives for taking this case as “primarily ideological”).
40. See, e.g., NORMA MCCORVEY, I AM ROE 127 (1994) [hereinafter MCCORVEY I] (“I was nothing to Sarah and Linda, nothing more than just a name on a piece of paper”); NORMA MCCORVEY, WON BY LOVE 21 (1997) [hereinafter MCCORVEY II] (“Sarah had all the time in the world for me before I signed up as her plaintiff; but once she had my signature, I was a blue-collar, rough-talking embarrassment.”); id. at 29 (claiming Weddington “used” her).
41. Compare MCCORVEY I, supra note 40, with MCCORVEY II, supra note 40.
working-class woman. Lawyering across class divides raises precisely the kinds of ethics issues in which “new canon” ethics scholars have been intensely interested.

One hopes that the more ethically sensitive social movement lawyers of today would have handled McCorvey’s situation differently, exploring what their client truly wanted and striving to help her understand what the law could and could not do for her. Such lawyering might even have led to a more fitting case theory, which might have emphasized the financial dimensions of McCorvey’s inability to terminate her pregnancy—though it is doubtful that this case theory would have been met with the Court’s favor given its unsympathetic jurisprudence on matters of economic inequality.

In sum, to the extent that Roe is an example of old canon lawyering, it arguably stands as an example of the insufficient care old canon lawyers paid to the primacy of clients’ agency in charting the goals for test cases brought in their names.

Roe does not, to my mind, illustrate that old canon lawyers were too focused on court-centered social change strategies. Marian Faux’s account of the litigation illustrates this point well. As Faux points out, the activists supporting Roe v. Wade were by no means placing their faith in a favorable verdict from the United States Supreme Court. In fact, as in Brown, the fate of the case was far from certain. Activists were battling hard on many fronts. They fought a major legislative campaign for pro-choice legislation in Texas, which they lost, and they then fought a major defensive campaign in New York to prevent the rolling back of pro-choice legislation in that state, which they again lost, to their surprise and dismay. In the meantime, abortion became a major political issue that figured prominently at the highest level of the United States electoral process after Richard Nixon identified it as a useful wedge issue and began campaigning against it in his presidential reelection campaign.

Activists on the pro-choice side fought among each other. Some were radical, some very moderate, and some in between. They disagreed among themselves about strategy and ideology just as activists in contemporary,

42. McCORVEY II, supra note 40, at 2, 29, 33–34, 35, 45, 46 (expressing resentment at her treatment by activists in the pro-choice movement).


44. FAUX, supra note 38.

45. See id. at 253.

46. Id. at 276 (noting that new Court appointments had begun to tilt the Court in a more conservative direction).

47. See, e.g., id. at 201, 215, 258 (describing various legislative efforts and failures).

48. Id. at 257, 261.
messy social change movements do.\textsuperscript{49} This messiness existed in the past just as it does today; it is the process of constructing historical memory that makes long-ago events seem more coherent than contemporary situations.

Thus, in the \textit{Roe v. Wade} example too, I do not see any significant difference between old and new canon lawyering with regard to basic choices among strategic options. Like all major social change campaigns, activists on and within both sides of the debate about abortion policy, including lawyers, used every political and legal forum available and did so with a messy variety of emphases and goals. Activist lawyers do this today just as they did historically during the times of "old canon" lawyering. Social movement lawyers may be \textit{better} as strategists today, but they are not qualitatively \textit{different} as strategists. What does differ about new canon social movement lawyering—at least among most progressive-leaning activist-lawyers—is an ethical sensibility that thinks far harder about lawyers’ duties to be client-centered in their work.

Further support for my thesis that there has been a substantial qualitative change in social movement lawyers’ ethical sensibilities comes from my research on early racial justice activism. In this work, I came across a number of examples of social movement lawyers disregarding their clients by dropping and settling cases without client permission when it seemed expedient to do so.\textsuperscript{50} A plausible hypothesis worth exploring more fully posits that an important difference between old and new canon lawyering involves the amount of attention lawyers paid to their ethics duties to clients.

Cummings’ final example of old canon lawyering involves welfare rights. Relying largely on Martha Davis’s critical account of lawyers’ role in the welfare rights movement,\textsuperscript{51} Cummings points out that litigation-centered advocacy on welfare rights largely failed.\textsuperscript{52} Moreover, these failures led to critiques of litigation and court-centered strategies for achieving social change.\textsuperscript{53} Yet poor people’s movements over the twentieth century were not always litigation focused, as scholars such as

\textsuperscript{49} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{id.} at 208–11 (describing these contentious differences).

\textsuperscript{50} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{Carle, supra} note 17, at 62–64 (documenting examples of cases civil rights lawyers settled without consultation with clients). These were grassroots lawyers, operating on minimal income and confronting major race discrimination barriers. Only some found it possible to sustain themselves through full-time law practice.


\textsuperscript{52} Cummings, \textit{supra} note 1, at 450.

\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Id.}
Frances Fox Piven, Richard Cloward, and Tomiko Brown-Nagin show. The perspective one holds about what “old canon” lawyering involved can depend on which aspects of a complex collective movement one emphasizes. If one focuses on court-centered strategies, one may conclude that a complex social change movement was too focused on court-centered strategies, but that may be because that is the part of the elephant one is touching.

II. NEW CANON LAWYERING

Cummings argues that new canon lawyering differs from old canon lawyering in that, inter alia, new canon lawyers pay more attention to institutions other than courts as well as to the intersection of law and politics. As I have already argued, old canon lawyers paid attention to institutions other than courts and to the intersection of law and politics as well. Cummings adds a third feature of new canon lawyering with which I agree—namely, that new canon lawyers are more sensitive to the relationship between their political and ideological lawyering goals, on the one hand, and the obligations they owe the human beings who stand before them as clients, on the other. They are, in other words, more attuned to legal ethics. There are interesting historical reasons for this development, arising out of Bell’s critique of the post-Brown lawyers, as discussed above, and leading to the development of a rich literature on the ethics of so-called “public interest” and “social movement” lawyers, as Cummings and many other legal scholars have traced.

This short Response provides too little room to delve deeply into the intellectual history of this literature, but a brief overview is in order. Lucie White’s early work modelled a methodology based on a microanalysis of the ethics of client-lawyer interactions. A sampling of the most cited

54. See generally Frances Fox Piven & Richard A. Cloward, Poor People’s Movements: Why They Succeed, How They Fail (1971) (arguing that disruption and insurgency proved the most successful means for poor people to cause change).
56. Cummings, supra note 1, at 451 (“new canon stories focus on legal institutions outside of court; they are primarily concerned with the interaction between law and politics . . . .”).
57. Id. (new canon stories “portray lawyers as sensitive to movement dynamics and the potential for overreaching . . . .”).
The articles featured here come up as among the most cited works in Westlaw using the search terms “social movement” and “legal ethics” and lawyer!.  
66. See, e.g., Ascanio Piomelli, Appreciating Collaborative Lawyering, 6 CLINICAL L. REV. 427 (2000) (explaining ethical and other arguments for involving clients in collective efforts to speak for themselves about injustice); Michael Diamond, Community Lawyering: Revisiting the Old Neighborhood, 32 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV. 67 (2000) (arguing that lawyers should become “more active in organizing and developing client groups and in developing and implementing strategies that increase the long-term political power of clients”).

By the early 2000s, Cummings had become an important voice in this developing literature, identifying the “movement lawyering” paradigm, as opposed to public interest or poverty lawyering, as an important area for more specific study.65 Around the same time, progressive scholars interested in poverty lawyering began to call on lawyers to adopt an expanded ethics focus on duties to communities rather than individuals alone.66 Moral philosopher, clinician and ethics scholar Kate Kruse synthesized various strands of this scholarship, exploring the

strategies of a new generation of lawyers practicing law for socially and politically disadvantaged clients [by] seeking greater participation from clients in the formation of collective goals, while at the same time recognizing that the clients’
capacity for voicing collective values may have to be consciously created, rather than merely received.\textsuperscript{57}

Cummings and Rhode collaborated on synthesizing the state of this scholarship,\textsuperscript{68} and Cummings’ work then exploded in a string of articles on social movement lawyering, of which the piece under discussion is but one example.

Where this ethics scholarship will go is not yet clear. What is certain, I propose, is that it is the ethics of movement lawyering, far more than the selection of strategies or tactics, that has changed over time. Indeed, Cummings’ examples of new canon lawyering show that new canon lawyers do use courts when there are good reasons to do so, just as old canon lawyers used strategies other than courts in many instances. In Cummings’ first example, the Los Angeles anti-sweatshop campaign, he discusses an important lawsuit filed to enforce certain key legal principles.\textsuperscript{69} Lawyers and activists used this precedent to design “an impact litigation template.”\textsuperscript{70} Activists combined this work with a media strategy and worker organizing. Their strategic decision was “not to rely on litigation alone and instead to build an advocacy infrastructure that would complement and bolster law.”\textsuperscript{71} The same can be said for virtually any social movement that seeks to use and/or change law; activists combine multiple strategies and tactics, including litigation where warranted.

Cummings discusses other organizations and campaigns, all of which he describes as combining multiple strategies with litigation.\textsuperscript{72} He points to intra-movement dissent as a distinguishing feature of new canon lawyering,\textsuperscript{73} though of course, as Cummings well knows, intra-movement disagreements are a characteristic of virtually all social movements, as I have already noted with respect to Roe. Cummings’ example of “Litigating Human Rights in the War on Terror,”\textsuperscript{74} as he phrases it, involves human rights activists primarily fighting a campaign through the courts. This makes perfect sense given that the human rights needing protection belonged to persons lacking the power to mobilize politically. Cummings points out those mobilization strategies included other targets as well, such

\textsuperscript{67.} Katherine R. Knese, Beyond Cardboard Clients in Legal Ethics, 23 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 103, 153 (2010).
\textsuperscript{69.} Cummings, supra note 1, at 454–55 (discussing Bureerong v. Uvawas, 922 F. Supp. 1450 (C.D. Cal. 1996)).
\textsuperscript{70.} Id. at 456.
\textsuperscript{71.} Id.
\textsuperscript{72.} Id. at 457 (discussing cases activists filed against fashion retailers).
\textsuperscript{73.} Id. at 459.
\textsuperscript{74.} Id. at 460.
as media, foreign governments, the United Nations and other international bodies. By way of comparison showing similarities, one may turn to an excellent account of the NAACP’s strategy to highlight race discrimination as a human rights issue before the United Nations. Everything new turns out to be old again.

Next Cummings discusses the Marriage Equality Movement (MEM), tracing how brilliant strategists started with state law victories and only pushed for a United States Supreme Court constitutional ruling after they had won over the hearts and minds of voters. To be sure, this was a brilliantly conceived and orchestrated campaign, based on sophisticated use of media strategies and polling data. While I agree that it is different in sophistication from all that came before, I do not believe the MEM was different in kind.

Although it has thus far succeeded in avoiding the problems of severe backlash, as Cummings points out, the future of Obergefell v. Hodges is unclear as I write this given a probable shift in the political balance among the members of the United States Supreme Court. State pro equality law can probably continue to stand, but the constitutional law principle enshrining marriage rights for gay and lesbian people across the land may not. This vulnerability to changing ideologies among the majority of justices on the Supreme Court is a perennial problem that social change movements face in relying on Supreme Court precedents. Note, however, that the “old canon” case of Brown, despite having faced political backlash at the time, now seems inviolate, showing that short-term political fallout does not necessarily predict long-term staying power. Instead, it seems that principles of justice that endure political backlash, if they survive, may potentially be inoculated from future political challenge.

Moreover, it bears noting, Obergefell has been criticized for murky doctrinal grounding, much like Roe v. Wade was decades ago as already discussed. The forces that may render social movement gains fragile are many. At bottom, what Cummings’ case studies show is that social change through law in any of its many possible forms involves a messy, unpredictable, fragile and reversible process, precisely due to the complex interactions among politics, popular opinion, case law, constitutional principles, counter-mobilizations and a host of other factors.

75. Id. at 468.
77. Cummings, supra note 1, at 473–78.
78. Id. at 475.
80. See supra notes 35–38 and accompanying text.
One can make similar points about Cummings’ next case studies, involving immigrants’ rights and the “Movement for Black Lives.” Immigrants’ rights activists have combined legislative and litigation campaigns, and their lawyers have “remained skeptical of courts” as well they should have given courts’ hostility to their clients—just as lawyers in the early stages of racial justice organizing did for the very same reason, as already discussed. What Cummings eloquently describes as being different about these “new canon” campaigns is the care lawyers take to stay in sync with their clients’ perspectives and decisions as opposed to adopting an attitude of lawyer knows best. Cummings often characterizes this approach as a strategic difference between old and new canon lawyering, whereas I would characterize it as a difference in ethical sensibilities.

Finally, Cummings describes the movement spurred by Black Lives Matter (BLM) and similar work. Again, many of the admirable gains Cummings captures in the way new canon lawyers interact with the BLM organizations go to lawyers’ ethics in relation to clients or social movement constituencies rather than to strategic choices about what mechanisms to employ in working for social change. What I find most interesting and different from the old canon period is the contemporary focus on how traditional social power continues to operate within social movements and lawyers’ ethical responsibilities to attend to such factors. Thus, Cummings writes, “some voices within the growing BLM movement . . . are critical of how mainstream legal responses . . . have reinforced the marginalization of already-marginalized voices within the broader movement for police accountability and undermined more fundamental criminal justice reform.” The origins of these concerns arise from feminist critiques of the male-dominated leadership of the left, which emerged in the 1960s and 1970s, followed by black women’s critiques of white women’s feminism, and a host of other serious, thoughtful work on understanding how power works within social movements as in other institutions.

In a final section, Cummings outlines the lessons he sees embedded in his case studies. Here he tends to conflate the aspect of his argument that has the most merit—i.e., the development of a social movement

81. See Cummings, supra note 1, at 478–94.
82. Id. at 482.
83. See id. at 478–87.
84. Id. at 487–94.
85. See id.
86. Id. at 493 (citing Amna Akbar, Toward a Radical Imagination of Law, 93 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 405 (2018)).
87. See, e.g., Cherríe Moraga et al., eds., This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color (2d ed. 1983) (collecting critiques of how social privilege operates in the feminist movement).
lawyering sensibility calling for deeper ethical reflection—with an aspect I find far less convincing. He writes, “the form of legal mobilization in new canon campaigns thus diverges from the old canon emphasis on lawyer control and elite planning oriented toward rights-based court challenges.” Yet I see no inherent or necessary connection between lawyer control and elite planning, on the one hand, and rights-based court challenges, on the other. The two concepts—(1) lawyer domination and (2) strategic decisions about campaign tactics—are not inherently correlated—at least, more research testing that proposition would be required to reach this conclusion.

Similarly, Cummings’ case examples belie his conclusion that “in the absence of a political movement, litigation becomes a central tool to check government power.” As I have discussed, his examples all show political strategies and litigation occurring together. Cummings makes many observations that are undeniably accurate; for example, it is easier to enforce negative rights through constitutional law than positive rights to the resources needed for human flourishing; backlash and counter-mobilization remain persistent threats to attempts at deep social change; and the more radical versus more mainstream wings of social movements tend to disagree with each other. Cummings ends his fascinating article with the thought that perhaps the critique of the old canon “may have less to do with the advocates and more with the nature of their adversaries.” I disagree. As I have argued, the key difference his examples highlight has to do with the changing ethical sensibilities of the lawyers involved.

CONCLUSION

To be sure, lawyers with stronger ethical sensibilities about their duties to clients and social movement constituencies may be more efficacious, especially if we believe that clients are more reliable ultimate judges as to what is in their best interests than their lawyers are. If that is true, then delivering client-centered lawyering to those without easy access to the levers of power may offer the best odds for bringing about a more just world. Of course, this assumption is itself the product of ideologies specific to an historical context. It may be that future generations of scholars and activists will have different understandings of appropriate social movement lawyering ethics, just as reflection on the

88. Cummings, supra note 1, at 494.
89. Id. at 495.
90. Id. at 498 (noting the usual framing of Supreme Court arguments “around vindication of negative liberty interests rather than affirmative claims of equality.”) (citation omitted).
91. Id. at 500.
92. Id.
social movement lawyers of the twentieth century introduced a different ethical sensibility concerning social movement lawyers’ duties to clients. The growing opus of Cummings’ important work most certainly will continue to lead that ongoing charge.